
Chapter 6: Wage-Setting and Unemployment

 Why is there always unemployment in a market economy?

 Why is it so much higher today than it was in the 1960s?

 The theory presented here is of the av. rate of unemployment over the business cycle

 This is LR unemployment rate or the natural rate of unemployment; as opposed to

‘cyclical’ unemployment which is deviations from the NRU

 We present the efficient wage theory of unemployment – may be efficient for firms to

set wages above market clearing level, so that demand < supply

6.1 Stocks and Flows in the Labor Market

 Labor market statistics usually come from random labor market surveys

 Employed – people who have worked at least 1 hour in the previous week, self-employed,

on holiday or sick leave, armed forces

 Unemployed – did not work, is currently available and seeking work; students seeking

work, people who have found a job but have not yet started

 Labor force – the sum of employed and unemployed workers

 Outside Labor Force – studying, retired, staying home; discouraged workers

 Employment, unemployment, and the number of workers outside labor force stock

variables; there are also large flows of workers between the different states

 Employed, Unemployed, and Outside the Labor Force

 In most countries 20-30% of the men are not employed – unemployed or out of LF

 Fewer men 15-64 work today than in 1960 in US – length of education has increased

 Most US fluctuations in employment are associated with fluctuations in

unemployment

 Cycles in employment are usually associated with flows between employment and

unemployment rather than between employment and outside the LF

 In other countries, some cyclical variation in the labor force participation is also

visible

 For women, LF participation varies a lot more –when not employed, many women go

outside the labor force

 For now, we will take the labor force as exogenous and focus on wage formation and

unemployment why are some people who seek work unable to find any?

 Unemployment as a Percentage of the Labor Force

 We will use the following notation in the chapter:
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 Flows

 In most countries, the unemployment rate is between 4% and 8%, but it is not the

same people who are out of work all the time – there is substantial turnover

 The magnitude of the flows between the three states in the labor market differ



 In the US, about 6% of employed workers leave their jobs each month (switch jobs +

become unemployed + exit labor force)

 In most European countries, the flows are much smaller

6.2 A Model of Turnover and the Job-Finding Rate

 In our theory we disregard flows into and out of the labor force to capture flows between

employment and unemployment in a simple way

 We introduce two new variables here:

 s – share of employed who apply for other jobs and leave, regardless of whether or not

they find another job

 Z – share of employed who apply for other jobs and quit if they find one

 What is the chance than an unemployed worker gets a job?

 Assume employment and the labor force are constant, and the chance of getting a job is f

 To answer the question we need to determine the number of job openings and job seekers

 Job Openings Number of openings left by those who leave for exogenous reasons +

openings left by those who quit iff they get another job � � + � � �

 Number of Job Seekers those unemployed + those quitting exogenously + those

searching on the job � + � � + � �

 Chance of a job seeker finding a job is the number of openings divided by number of

seekers:
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 The share Z disappears from the expression because employed workers who switch

jobs do not leave openings for unemployed workers

 The expression for f can be approximated as follows:
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 The approximation hold because L/N is close to unity

 Intuitive – chance of getting a job is equal to the share of jobs left by those leaving for

exogenous reasons divided by the share of job seekers

 The obvious conclusion is that the higher the unemployment rate, the lower the chance of

finding a job

6.3 A Model of Wage-Setting and Unemployment

 In order to understand how the level of unemployment is determined, we need to analyze

wage-setting and labor demand; start with assumption that firms free to set any wage

 How do firms set wages then? Very low wages not possible because of high competition

 A firm has to balance the cost saving from a low wage with the increase in turnover that

comes with a low wage; high turnover can cause production disruption for the firm

 For this reason, it might not be desirable for a firm to cut wages even if there are

unemployed people willing to work for the lower wage this efficiency wage theory

explains why there is always unemployment in a market economy



 On-the-Job Search, Turnover of Workers, and Wage-Setting

 To capture the idea that turnover depends on wage, we assume Z depends on the ratio

of the firm wage to the average wage in the economy:
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 It is a decreasing function the higher the wage, the lower Z becomes

 Two implicit assumptions here: workers are heterogeneous; firm cannot adjust the

wage to the individual level of satisfaction

 The wage-setting problem is composed of: direct wage cost � � × � � , and a hiring and

training cost ℎ × � (proportional to wage level)

 In a LR equilibrium situation with constant employment for the firm turnover cost:
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 One can see how each of the variables impact the turnover cost

 The firm’s cost per worker is the direct wage plus the turnover cost per worker
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 The firm has to set the wage that minimizes the total labor cost a balance between

the wage cost and the turnover cost

 Given such a minimization, the increase in turnover costs would be larger than the

amount saved by reducing the wage

 Given this a decrease in unemployment f increases, becomes easier to find a job

turnover costs increase as well the firm’s optimum wage increases

 High unemployment firm less worried about losing good workers set lower

wage; vice versa as well

 The Natural Rate of Unemployment

 Assuming all firms have the same turnover costs high unemployment will lead to

lower wages and vice versa

 LR equilibrium wage is such that typical firm has no incentive to over/underbid

others desired relative wage is unity unemployment there is denoted � �

 This is called the natural rate of unemployment

 The notion of this rate was developed by Phelps & Friedman in the 1960s

 The Wage-Setting Equation

 We can write the wage-setting equation relating it to the desired wage, the

unemployment and the average wage level:
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 In the LR equilibrium, the desired wage = wage level NRU must therefore be:
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 Any factor shifting up the equation will increase the coefficient a and the NRU

 We can re-write the equation in a more intuitive way:
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 If unemployment > NRU desired wage is below the average wage level; vice

versa

 We can also express the dynamic wage equation, to show changes over time:
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 We use the wage level from the previous period for mathematical convenience

 Subtracting � � � � from both sides and dividing by it we get:
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 If unemployment > NRU desired wage increase < average wage increase

 When unemployment = NRU average and desired wage increases are equal

 The Natural Rate of Unemployment and the Real Wage

 The relation between unemployment and employment is found by:
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 The second line defines the natural level of employment

 If employment > � �  easy to find a job high turnover firms have incentive to

raise wages more than other firms

 Nominal wages are rigid in SR, but over time wage inflation will increase and

employment will fall

 If employment < � �  unemployment is high wages rise less quickly

employment increases

 Constant wage increases are only consistent with the NLU, � �

 Mechanism: high wage increases (under floating ER) higher inflation CB raises

interest rates negative effect on consumption, investment firms hire less

 In monetary union leads to loss of competitiveness and lower exports

 Also, from our price-setting analysis from Ch. 2, we have that the real wage is:
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 Since we have monopolistic competition in the product market and unemployment

in the labor market real wage and employment are lower than in perfect

competition

 Any factor that increases wages will raise the level of unemployment!

 This efficiency wage theory explains why there will always be some unemployment

wages which will lead to zero unemployment are not efficient since they lead to high

turnover

 There are several other versions of the efficiency wage theory:

 A good wage gives more incentives for workers to do good work even when they

are not supervised

 Paying good wages in order to be able to keep the best workers “recruit, retain,

and motivate” the workers



 Of course, this theory is only one explanation of labor market disequilibrium other

explanations include matching problems, unions, minimum wages, skill-biased

technical change

6.4 Matching Problems and Search Incentives

 The reality is that there is a lot of heterogeneity in the labor market imperfect

information, specific characteristics of jobs & workers

 There is a complicated matching process going in the labor market constantly

 Economic incentives determine how unemployed workers apply for jobs for example,

high unemployment benefits may lead to workers waiting for a very good job opportunity

 We can include this in our model by adding �  the proportion of unemployed workers

effectively searching for jobs; represents the willingness and ability of unemployed

workers to compete for the jobs; can be represented several ways:

 It can represent search effort

 It can represent the pickiness of the unemployed workers

 It can capture the ability of unemployed workers to compete for jobs

 Including this, the chance for an employed worker of finding a job becomes:
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 Chance of an unemployed worker finding a job is �

 If � decreases unemployed are less willing/able to search for jobs chance of a

worker finding a job increases upward pressure on wages NRU increases

 As we said, unemployment benefits affect �  empirically, if workers apply for 10% less

jobs, unemployment will increase by ~10%

 This is because it is the competition from unemployment which controls wage

increases

 Another important LR fact is the ability of the unemployed if there is a mismatch

between worker skills and labor demand wages will rise despite there being high

unemployment

 This is why a strong education system is so important!

 Labor market policies such as employment agencies and training programs can help

greatly the matching process in the market

 The problems are studied extensively in search and matching theory 2010 Nobel

laureates Diamond, Mortensen and Pissarides

6.5 Wage Bargaining and Unions

 Another important factor influencing wages is worker bargaining power – can act

collectively and push wage above the one desired by the firm – unions play an important

part here

 In most EU countries, union contracts cover 70%-80% of wages

 To incorporate unions in our model, we can think of unions as adding a union mark-up to

the age wage-setting schedule is shifted up unemployment higher for every relative

wage

 End result is that the NRU must increase, since LR equilibrium implies relative wage

unity



 Strong unions lower employment in the LR see this as an exchange for increasing

W/P

 As we know the real wage is the MPL divided by the mark-up factor:
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 For fixed capital, lower employment higher MPL higher real wage!

 But this is SR analysis; in the LR, capital stock PEW reaches a steady value independent

of the bargaining power in the LR, wage increases are passed on into prices

 Unions may increase wages in SR, but in the LR they only increase unemployment

 Of course, our simple model misses many important roles of unions

 Play different roles in different sectors of the economy

 Negotiate working conditions, organization, pensions system, etc.

 Every individual union wants to raise real wage of its members but when all unions do

this, there is no LR increase in the real wage not very beneficial

 This problem can be clearly illustrated with a two-union game with simultaneous

decision-making what results is a Prisoner’s Dilemma, since the unions do not

coordinate

 Both unions have an incentive to push for higher wage, but when they both do so, the

price level goes so high that the real wage does not change, and only employment falls

 To avoid this scenario, a lot of coordination takes place, through central agreements

between associations of employers and unions, for example

 Another common way is by pattern bargaining one group of unions and employers

strike a bargain which is then followed in a similar manner by the other groups

 Economists Lars Calmfors and John Driffill argue that coordination of wage bargaining

and unemployment have a nonlinear relationship

 Unemployment increases as we go from firm level to branch level unions and

thereafter decreases as we go to full centralization the Calmfors-Driffill curve

6.6 Minimum Wages and Skill-Biased Technical Change

 In practice, different parts of the labor market function in different ways – low educated

workers rely much more on unions and minimum wages

 Minimum wage legislation may cause unemployment in some sectors of the economy to

increase illustrates how a rigid wage structure causes unemployment

 Skill-Biased Technical Change – refers to increases in demand for highly skilled workers

and fall in demand for low skilled workers, who are replaced by machines

 This process is nothing new, starting from the 19th c. supply of educated workers has

increased; but, recently the demand for less educated workers has fallen faster than supply

 There is now a difficult dilemma either we accept the bigger wage differences between

skilled unskilled workers or accept higher unemployment for unskilled

 Governments can alleviate some problems by reducing taxes on lower income

6.7 Persistent High Unemployment

 Why are there such large variations in unemployment across time and between countries?

 Why do unemployment rates differ between countries?

 Various institutional factors affect the NRU as we’ve seen; country differences



 Hiring costs raise unemployment firms more anxious to keep workers wages

rise

 Unemployment benefits may make workers more selective in job search

 Mismatch between worker skills and labor demand difficulties competing for jobs

 Good education system and active labor market policy could alleviate some issues

 Strong unions raise wages and lower employment; need collective wage bargaining

 Rigid wage structure which does not reflect productivity differences unemployment

among the less skilled

 One line of research on this topic are cross-country studies try to explain

unemployment differences by institutional differences

 Statistical analysis finds that unemployment benefits (and their time frame), union

bargaining and job security legislation account for differences

 But, most modern research follows individual workers over time and compares

different group of workers

 Again, unemployment benefits have a notable influence

 Many empirical estimates give an elasticity of unemployment duration w.r.t. level of

benefits between 0.1 and 1.0

 Why is Unemployment So Much Higher than it was in the 1960s?

 According to the theory we have presented, there is a LR equilibrium NRU which

depends on how well the labor market works

 Large and persistent increase in unemployment can only be explained by an increase

in the NRU maybe from changes in some institutional factors

 In many countries, there have been such institutional changes in the late 1960s and

1970s higher unemployment benefits, stronger unions

 Thereafter, many economists and politicians called for labor markets to be de-

regulated less generous benefit systems, weaker unions

 However, unemployment in most countries is still above the level of the 1960s

 Do Temporary Shocks Have Persistent Effects on Employment?

 In light of the recent recession and banking crises, it seems that ‘temporary’ shocks to

the economy can have persistent effects on employment

 One reason is that workers who lose their jobs also lose their skills and are afterwards

unable to find new jobs – but it’s not a complete explanation

 Another important factor is the wage formation process since wages respond

sluggishly to increases in unemployment, this adjustment process can take a while

 Also, there is the case of insiders vs. outsiders in the wage bargaining between unions

and firms unemployment may end up having a very weak effect on wages

 Finally, the ER system is important under a fixed ER, CBs are unable to respond to

shocks by changing interest rates shocks will have persistent impacts on

employment

6.8 Long-Term Unemployment

 The truth is that zero unemployment is neither feasible nor a desirable objective for policy

 The big social problem is when people are stuck in unemployment for months or years



 To see what determined the expected duration of unemployment, let x be the exit rate

from unemployment:

 Equal to the job finding rate of the unemployed � � plus rate of leaving the LF �

� = � � + �

 The probability of remaining unemployed a second month is thus 1 − �

 The expected duration is the probability of being unemployed at least one month plus

probability of being unemployed the second months and so on:
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 The duration is therefore determined by three factors:

 Higher rate of unemployment more competition for jobs less chance of finding a

job duration increases

 High rate of separation more job openings duration falls

 High exit rate from LF reduces duration since more people drop out of LF

 There are very large differences between labor markets in different countries, especially

between the US and Europe US has lower unemployment duration and higher turnover

 LR unemployment is usually defined as those unemployed for > 12 months higher exit

rate implies less workers in LR unemployment (much higher in Europe compared to US)


